Operational App for
DOTMobile Operational Apps keeps field workforce at marina, shipyard or crew on the vessels engaged with their work
- survey, repair, maintenance - at all times.
DOTMobile Operational Apps are part of DOTMobile Watercraft Ecosystem, built to improves boating experience by
enhancing security and safety, optimize the performance of
systems and processes by increasing efficiency and boosting productivity.

BENEFITS
Increase efficiency wih accurate time monitoring, billable hours, improve productivity by reducing operational costs of managing field employees.

MANAGER

WORKER

Higher security: locate and track field workers from any fixed or mobile device connected to
internet, receive alerts when they enter or leave fenced zones.
Reduce conflicts and wasted time: with a real-TimeClock, faster and more accurate time
tracking, both workforce and managers can reduce conflicts over payroll amounts and waste
less time with physically clocking in at a location and with paperwork.
Boost productivity – Dispatch: it allows managers to schedule and dispatch tasks, job details,
location, best route, based on the workers’ skills and their distance to the customer.
Maximize billable hours – Upload: it allows field workers to start, stop or pause jobs, indicates
status and type of job, travel start and end. Attach pictures of the product or a specific part of it, of
the environment, of the installation, of the job form, signature for proof of services and even georeferencing them.
Easy Census: whenever it’s required to take a census (identifier, picture and location) of any type
of item, products, fuel pumps, fire extinguishers, skips, bins, roll-off containers, public tools, fixed
heavy pieces of equipment… literally anything.
= irrelevant

Web App

for
Main features:

Elements:

Multipurpose ecosystem: a single environment and interface
to manage Mobile Workforce together with other asset, Yachts,
Boats, and Jetski.

DOTMobile offer includes a full solution of Operational Apps
and subscription plans to make your life easier. Apps have
been developed to deliver cost-effective solution to fulfil your
specific requirements. Our Partners will be happy to help you
with the choice.

Locate and track: field workers and their route on a single map
or to spot a single one, from any fixed or mobile device connected
to internet.
Multilayer geofencing, no limits, draw endless areas on the
maps to mark the passage of the workforce in a specific zone,
home or customer location, to control entry into risky areas, to indicate POIs and to see them one on top of the other thanks to the
multilayer management.
Dynamic Ties Control. People can be tied to others to control if
they detach. A dynamic geofence can be set around the main
person or asset. Alerts can be sent if people tied to the main one
are passing the dynamic fence.
Multiple text message alerts, no limits. Receive alerts when they
enter or leaves fenced zones.
Multiple email user alerts, no limits. Receive alerts when they
enter or leaves fenced zones.
TimeClock: field employees can enter by remote clock in/out
time, holiday, day off or special permits. With a real-time and accurate time tracking.
Dispatch: for managers to schedule and dispatch tasks, job details, location, best route with call to navigator, based on the workers’ skills and their distance to the customer.
Upload: for field workers to start, stop or pause, indicates status and type of jobs, travel start and end. Attach pictures of the
watercraft, part of it, equipment, environment, installation, job
form, signature for proof of services and even geo-referencing
them.
Census: to identify by code, RFid or Barcode any type of item, as
fuel pumps, fire extinguishers, skips, bins, roll-off containers, public tools, fixed heavy pieces of equipment. Register its details, take
a picture, and finally geo-referencing it as a POI (Point Of Interest).

DOTMobile TimeClock App
Item: DOTM.APPS.TICO
Operative system: Android
• Access to your DOTMobile Cloud Portal account
Standard features.
Multipurpose ecosystem.
Locate and track.
Multilayer geofencing, no limits.
Multiple text message user alerts, no limits.
Multiple email user alerts, no limits.
TimeClock.
Unit price:
$ 6,00 per month, up to 10 units. Over 10 units on demand.

DOTMobile FieldJob App
Item: DOTM.APPS.FIJO
Operative system: Android
• Access to your DOTMobile Cloud Portal account
Standard features.
Multipurpose ecosystem.
Locate and track.
Multilayer geofencing, no limits.
Multiple text message user alerts, no limits.
Multiple email user alerts, no limits.
TimeClock.
Dispatch.
Upload.
Unit price:
$ 15,00 per month, up to 10 units. Over 10 units on demand.

Web app. It makes easier to access and control your mobile workforce from any smartphone or tablet.

DOTMobile Census App

Complete reporting: all jobs, events, alarms, position... are continuously registered to help clients to aggregate and report statistics for streamlined operations and maximize billable hours. All
data can also be extracted on xls, xml, txt format.

Item: DOTM.APPS.CENS
Operative system: Android

WebServices are available as well to help you easily retrieve business data for your proper analysis for informed decision-making.
Interfaceable and Multiprotocol. DOTMobile can be interfaced
with third party software for real-time data transfer. DOTMobile
can integrate third party palmtop/tablet/devices preferred by the
customer.

• Access to your DOTMobile Coud Portal account:
Multipurpose ecosystem.
Census
Price:
to be quoted by project.
Feature customization available on demand
One off activation unit fee: $ 65,00
Smartphone, tablet not included, available on demand.
Connectivity not included, available on demand.
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